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The following is a set of case studies based on interviews undertaken between June 2nd and June 
28th, 2018 in Garissa, Meru and Isiolo; and January 4th through March 15th, 2019 in Garissa1 and 
Vihiga. The project was split into two phases. The first phase looked at an initial broader 
research question around taxation and citizen-government engagement in locations AHADI 
works in; and the second phase built on the initial conclusions and more specifically considered 
AHADI’s activities in the latter counties. Over the course of this review, the research questions 
of interest were:  
 

1. Does taxation lead to engagement between citizens and local governments?  
2. Has AHADI’s work with counties strengthened the relationship of citizens and county 

officials regarding revenues and service delivery?  
 

The research questions are borne of a broader question in governance theory: how to encourage 
responsive, accountable administrative systems that ultimately serve the good of citizens. The 
‘fiscal contract’ is one mechanism through which accountability is theorized to evolve, as 
citizens pay taxes and expect services from their government in return. Kenya offers a unique 
opportunity with its recent devolution to generate greater accountability at the local level. Many 
counties are striving to increase own-source revenue (OSR) in an effort to enhance the total 
revenue available for expenditure, but evidence from interviews for this case study suggest 
citizens have not experienced similar returns for their contributions in the form of improved 
services.  
 
AHADI has engaged in a set of activities in target counties to strengthen public participation in 
the creation of County Finance Bills where fees, taxes and service charges are set. This set of 
case studies examines four counties. Garissa, Meru and Isiolo which were visited prior to 
AHADI activities focusing on public participation and county finance bills while Garissa was 
revisited and Vihiga was visited for the first time after AHADI conducted its activities. Below, a 
short background and context is given, then the methodology used for this research is described, 
which is followed by the findings, and finally a set of recommendations to help AHADI design 
and implement future program activities is provided. 
 
Background & Context 
 
Since the constitution was promulgated in 2010, Kenya has begun a new experiment in devolved 
governance. County governments are now mandated to provide a range of services to citizens 
funded through a mix of local revenues and an equitable share of national revenue. This is both a 
tremendous opportunity and a challenge for the nation to strengthen the link between citizens and 
government. A core objective of decentralization is to enhance accountability between citizens 
and the government by bringing the management and oversight of service delivery closer to the 
people. However, local governments have faced some significant challenges in operationalizing 
own-source revenue generation; communicating the objectives of taxing local residents; and 
delivering services citizens expect in return for their fiscal contribution.  
 

 
1 Garissa was visited twice, once where observational and informal data was collected. During the second visit a set 
of qualitative interviews was conducted with citizens and county officials. 
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One factor thought to contribute to the dynamic formation of a robust fiscal contract at the local 
level is the structure of how counties are funded. Currently in Kenya, counties’ major source of 
revenue is through the equitable share, a transfer process that divides a portion of the national 
revenue between each county. As can be seen in Figure 1, the average OSR for Fiscal Year (FY) 
2017/18 across the 47 counties was only 691 million Kenya Shillings (Kshs), while the average 
equitable share was 6.43 billion Kshs. The complexity and distance of this relationship might 
theoretically make it challenging for citizens to connect taxes they pay – primarily national – 
with local services they receive. However, this case study suggests such a hypothesis is not 
straightforward, finding that despite local revenues being a small share of overall county revenue 
in the four counties studied, they are still deemed important enough that officials engage in tax 
bargaining2 with local tax payers (see Figure 2 for case study shares of revenue).  
 

 
Figure 1: County revenues sorted by highest OSR to lowest, with the green dashed line indicating the average OSR 
for all counties (691 million Kshs).  Figure 2: Case study counties’ percent share of OSR, equitable share and other 
revenues. 
 
Through in-depth interviews with representatives, county officials and civil society groups in 
Garissa, Meru, Isiolo, and Vihiga, examples came to light in each county where citizens or civil 
society groups (e.g., market associations3, livestock associations or boda boda4 associations) 
engaged in tax bargaining with county officials. Tax payers were willing to demonstrate or avoid 
paying fees or taxes due to perceived deficiencies in service provision by county governments. 
These actions forced the county government to respond and negotiate with those withholding the 
fee or taxes. Those demonstrating were often able to bargain for a resumption of services, 
improved services or beneficial tax policy. Thus, the cases provide preliminary evidence of a 
potential fiscal contract between local governments and tax payers. At the same time, however, 

 
2 Tax bargaining is interpreted broadly to include bargaining and negotiations around taxes as well as other sources 
of own-source revenue such as user charges and fees, which result in contributors attempting to keep government 
officials responsive and accountable in exchange for revenue extraction. 
3 The market associations that were interviewed each have a similar structure. Each seller type or sector (e.g., 
watermelon, grains, green vegetables) has an elected leader. These elected leaders then elect a Market Chairman, 
Secretary and Treasurer. These leaders represent the market to county officials, settle disputes and manage market 
activities. Elections are not always competitive but a constitution and rules manage the association and its election 
process and structure.  
4 A boda boda is a motorcycle taxi that is a common form of transportation in many urban and rural areas 
throughout Kenya. 
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the informal nature of the negotiations shed light on how formal structures such as participatory 
planning have not been fully utilized to their potential in all counties.  
 
As counties begin to set tax and revenue policy and draft corresponding laws, there is 
opportunity for AHADI to continue engaging with counties to help them strengthen 
accountability and realize the benefits of increasing local revenues by ensuring tax payers 
are included in the formal policy process (e.g., planning and setting rates for ORS streams). 
AHADI’s activities in the counties of Garissa and Vihiga were to engage these counties around 
the public expenditure management cycle. This study focused on the work they did to 
incorporate public participation into the setting of rates for OSR outlined in county finance bills.  

• In Garissa consultants worked with the executive to create a legal framework for specific 
revenue stream and held a set of forums for public participation discussing the Garissa 
County Finance Act.  

• In Vihiga, a grantee organization named The Ecumenical Centre for Justice and Peace 
utilized a training-of-trainers (ToT) strategy to strengthen the capacity of citizens to 
engage in public participation with the county government discussing the County Finance 
Bill.  

 
The cases outline several key factors that suggest the components of a fiscal contract exists 
between citizens and county officials, but also highlight the weakness of this relationship in 
effectively providing the services citizens desire in return for their fiscal contributions to local 
revenue.  
 
With the onset of devolution which has brought decision makers closer to citizens, AHADI’s 
work to increase public oversight and input into counties’ creation of finance bills was 
perceived by counties and citizens interviewed as having tangible benefits; however, key 
gaps in counties’ fiscal management hinder a robust fiscal contract from being achieved 
yet.  
 
 
Methodology 
 
The methodology used for this case study exercise was a combination of in-person qualitative 
interviews, focus group discussions5 and desk research. The sampling strategy used was a 
purposive method. Garissa, Meru and Isiolo were selected in coordination with AHADI and 
interviews transpired in June of 2018. The case study was then expanded to review AHADI 
activities in the counties of Garissa and Vihiga and interviews transpired in January and March 
of 2019. Participants were selected from civil society (primarily market and livestock 
associations), members of county assemblies and members of the county executive. Interviews 
ranged from half an hour to an hour. Select questions were tailored specifically to county 
officials and civil society, respectively. AHADI county officers helped select and coordinate 
meetings, and in some cases translated interviews. Each interview was recorded with consent  

 
5 Focus group discussions utilized the same questions as in-person interviews. Focus groups were conducted solely 
with civil society organizations when a single leader of an association was not available or it was determined the 
collective knowledge of the association was more beneficial to the objectives of the study since individual members 
had a variety of employment activities. 
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and notes were subsequently transcribed from the interviews. The recommendations and analysis 
provided here take into account county government structures and policy outlined in the Kenyan 
Constitution, Finance Act and other appropriate pieces of individual county legislation.  
 
Case Study Findings 
 
Tax Bargaining Examples 
 
Discussions with participants in this study suggest tax bargaining between local tax payers and 
county governments occurs frequently. Several illustrative stories convey that under specific 
circumstances, traders who contribute to local revenues through fees, taxes and service 
charges can have leverage over the county governments. In cases where markets are 
considered an important component of OSR or key structures in the community, traders are able 
to bargain for increased or rejuvenated services – or even a change the fee structure to benefit 
themselves at the county’s expense  
 
For example, in Meru county at a local trading market called Gakoromone traders described that 
they became concerned after garbage and sewage became a health and sanitary concern due to 
poor service delivery by the county government. The association of traders said they repeatedly 
raised the issue to county officials; however, the issues were not addressed until traders 
demonstrated and refused to pay market entrance fees. The county responded with the governor 
coming himself and cleaning the market. The Chief Officer of Trade noted that every day a 
market is closed there are implications for the county’s own-source revenue and in some cases,  
markets have refused to pay for extended periods of time, resulting in significant budget 
shortfalls6. This suggests that even though a single market is not a significant share of total 
revenues, a county may see them as vital contributors to county budgets. Similar examples 
were reported in interviews with market leaders from Isiolo and Vihiga. In Isiolo, the county 
announced plans to construct a 540 million Kshs market after traders repeatedly raised concerns 
to county official about the quality of the existing market, and in Vihiga the trading association 
was given a private meeting with the governor to address their concerns regarding poor market 
conditions.  
 
In the case of Garissa, tax payers were able not only to demand services but also to enter 
informal negotiations and restructure tax policy for their benefit. In Garissa town, district 
officials reported how local livestock market traders bargained with the revenue department to 
restructure the fee system for selling livestock. Prior to their informal negotiations, the fee 
structure placed the full burden of taxation on the seller who brought animals into the market: 
regardless of whether the trader sold their product, they were required to pay the full fee for 
accessing the market. However, through informal negotiations traders pressed the county to 
allow traders to return unsold livestock to the market the following week without paying for a 
new entrance fee. As a result, any animals not sold were no longer taxed at the full rate. This 
highlights that traders may also want lower taxes, especially if they perceive the services to 
be inadequate. 
 

 
6 Market fees only made up 7% of OSR and OSR only made up 4% of Meru’s total revenue for FY 2017/18; despite 
this fact, county officials expressed the importance of this stream of revenue to county coffers. 
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It is also noteworthy that these changes were not made into law but instead kept informal and 
enforced in this manner. While potentially more equitable in terms of fee distribution for 
livestock traders, this policy change resulted in a loss of revenue for the county government and 
a far smaller share of fee falling on sellers – indicating both the power held by market traders 
in the negotiation process and the potential pitfall of interest groups determining policy 
informally rather than in an open, formal and transparent process (which might prioritize 
greater revenue and wider or different societal interests).  
 
 
County and Citizen Engagement 
 
As mandated by the constitution and law, counties have begun to engage in public participation 
both through the executive and assembly. However, members of civil society organizations 
reported in interviews that the process transpires as a formality that is mandated but not utilized 
for its intended purposes of soliciting public input into the budget, planning and decision-making 
process. It was widely recounted that when counties undertook these exercises limited 
participants were included (and often for political reasons), and the views collected did not 
reflect the will of the general public. The tax bargaining between counties and market and 
livestock associations described above suggests there are significant benefits for counties to 
include tax payers more directly in the formal planning and budgeting process and as tax policy 
is created. Greater tax payer engagement can strengthen the fiscal contract and potentially 
mitigate capture of tax policy by interested cartels. An ideal opportunity for this to play out is 
in the County Budget and Economic Forums (CBEF) or in more topical Sector Working 
Groups (SWG). That latter may provide an opportunity for more specific recommendations and 
considerations of tax payers to be considered while the former may buffer isolated opinions 
against the larger public’s interests and concerns. 
 
In both Garissa and Vihiga, AHADI has engaged the counties to strengthen the public 
participation process around financial management. In Garissa, along with other activities 
AHADI coordinated a set of forums where the county met with livestock traders, community 
members and religious leaders to discuss the Garissa County Finance Act. Unfortunately, this 
transpired after the bill had become law; however, the forum was the first time many of these 
individuals had been engaged. Both the community and county benefited from this activity.  

• The county revenue department reported that they had learned new things about the cycle 
of the livestock trade that could help then enhance their revenue collection. 

• Members of the community reported that they believed as a result of the meeting the 
county was going to take their options into consideration for the first time.  

• Even potentially more critically, those paying fees for service were able to express their 
dissatisfaction with the services provided by the county and outline the improvements 
they wanted to see at the market.  

 
In Vihiga, AHADI worked through The Ecumenical Centre for Justice and Peace (ECJP) as a 
subgrantee to build the capacity of citizens to engage the county in public participation through 
forums held by the county government in all 25 wards discussing the finance bill. The ECJP 
utilized a ToT approach where “champions” then trained others about public expenditure 
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management cycle and encouraged participants to then attend the public participation forums. 
Once again, this approach proved successful in that:  

• County officials reported that during the forums for this finance bill citizens were both 
engaged and asking pertinent questions on topic; rather than past forums where citizens 
were often unaware of the budget and planning process.  

• Participants were able to raise their concerns about the fees and rates the county had set 
in the finance bill. For example, market traders raised the concern that cess for vegetables 
was much larger than rates for boda boda drivers when you compared the income of the 
two entrepreneurs.  

• Additionally, traders raised issues regarding the quality of service provided by the county 
and additional services they desired.  

 
While both of these activities can probably be deemed successful at achieving the objective 
of increasing public participation, they illustrate the challenge counties face in taking 
citizens’ opinions into account in meaningful ways that address citizens’ primary concern of 
poor service delivery.  
 
Addressing the Limits of Participation by Connecting Fees to Service 
 
To maximize the utility of public participation the full fiscal contract needs to be realized. Many 
counties have simply recreated the tax policies of former local authorities without reassessing the 
tax base or codifying the legal basis for the revenues through legislation – even though both are 
imperative with the onset of devolution. What the lack of rate changes suggests – and interviews 
confirmed – is that most, if not all, revenues are seen by counties as general-purpose revenues7; 
even though many are classified as fees-for-service in county finance acts. In other words, 
counties do not appear to do a true assessment of the cost associated with providing a given 
service and thus do not appear to set the fee at the rate needed to cover that expenditure. 
This is not uncommon in many developing countries but it does hinder the fiscal contract for 
several reasons.  
 
Without basing the fee on the cost of the service neither the revenue collector nor contributor 
know what the true purpose or outcome of the payment really is. The contributor overestimates 
their contribution on the overall county budget and underestimates the true cost associated with 
providing the service. Conversely, the county has little incentive to increase rates due to political 
pressure and little justification to do so even though service provision is poor. Many tax payers 
interviewed for this case study stated that they would be willing to pay higher taxes or be less 
inclined to avoid taxes if they received higher quality services. It will be difficult for counties to 
improve service delivery without higher revenues, but to do this counties may have higher 
efficacy if they are able to clearly communicate in public participation forums the costs 
actually associated with service that is currently provided. 
 
The Efficacy of Revenue Streams 
 

 
7 Health fees may be the exception. The cases did not touch on health revenues and some respondents reported fees 
were based on services provide; although, the fees are often subsidized.  
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Most local governments in developed countries collect a sizable share of local revenues through 
property taxes. Many developing countries have tended to rely on a variety of streams, with 
property taxes (land rates) making up a much smaller share of local revenue. Kenya is no 
different. The cases illustrate this well, considering land rates make up 6% of Meru’s OSR, 9% 
of Isiolo’s8, 4% of Garissa’s9 and only 1% of Vihiga’s (see Appendix A). That said, many 
counties see land rates as a significant potential of future OSR. For example, Garissa county is 
in the process of dramatically increasing the number of plots for which it intends to collect 
property tax revenue – from 1,000 to 40,000. This process is apt to have many consequences,  
some of which are not fully understood. The potential for Garissa to stabilize its long-term OSR 
collection will likely improve if it can successfully move the share of revenue from streams that 
are tied to economic activity to sources of revenue such as land rates that are traditionally more 
consistent. However, the sudden influx is also likely to have social and political consequences. 
Consequently, this is a significant opportunity for learning – particularly in terms of how 
new tax payers engage civically and politically as a result of the new taxes the county will 
expect them to pay.  
 
Assessment of AHADI’s Engagement with Counties on OSR through Public Participation 
 
The qualitative feedback collected from stakeholders regarding AHADI’s activities both in 
Garissa and Vihiga was largely positive. Garissa county officials, both in the executive and 
members of the county assemblies, expressed their gratitude but also identified specific ways in 
which AHADI’s activities had built capacity to fulfill their roles in government. A member of 
the revenue department in Garissa described AHADI’s work as the push counties needed to do 
the tasks they are mandated to do. It was also clear from interviews that the technical support 
AHADI provided, both to identify problems and provide technical expertise to rectify those 
challenges, is critical to counties. For example, AHADI identified gaps in the legal framework 
for OSR and assisted counties to draft the necessary legislation to close those gaps. 
 
The report from civil society on AHADI’s and subgrantee’s work was more mixed. The market 
associations interviewed were not aware of AHADI or subgrantee activities, and some members 
of the livestock association who were familiar with AHADI’s work described it as incomplete 
and not nearly comprehensive enough to address the challenges counties face. However, the 
methodology employed here is not suited to capture a representative sample of opinions nor 
measure the specific impact on outcome an of interest but rather to give an information-rich 
context to better understand the environment AHADI is working in and challenges counties face. 
As the findings previously discussed and following recommendations suggest, AHADI can 
continue to expand the work it has done to strengthen public participation into the public 
expenditure management cycle. Specifically, there are key gaps identified here in county 
financial management that AHADI can work with counties to close that would result in a 
more robust fiscal contract, whereby the revenues that tax payers contribute would result 
in improved services they receive.  
 

 
8 It should be noted that Isiolo groups ‘land rates’ with ‘land rent’. These are technically two distinct rates that the 
county collects independently but groupes under a single stream in its report. This is different from other counties 
which report each stream independently. 
9 Similar to Isiolo, Garissa groups Land Rates with other streams in its case Land Registration rates. 
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Recommendations & Future Research 
 
Based on the interviews conducted with representatives from the county assembly, executive, 
and civil society in Meru, Isiolo, Garissa and Vihiga, analysis was conducted in order to first 
understand initially if taxation led to engagement between citizens and local governments. 
Second, this case study set out to asses if AHADI’s work with counties strengthened the 
relationship of citizens and county officials regarding revenues and service delivery. Below a 
brief set of recommendations are provided for AHADI as it considers future activities and seeks 
to continue assisting county governments to strengthen accountability and enhance own-source 
revenues collection:  
 

1. Include tax payers more directly and widely into the county planning (e.g., CIDP, 
Annual Budget, Sectoral Working Groups) and policy process (e.g., help set the 
rates in county finance bills). Seeking public participation at the ward level is not 
sufficient for impact. Market traders are often under-represented since traders come from 
many different wards. Sellers’ opinions are then diluted even though geographically their 
business activity is very centered around the ward the market is located in. It is important 
to seek these leaders out specifically for planning purposes – especially since their 
business is a benefit to the community at large10.  

2. Counties need to assess the cost associated with fees for service and set rates 
accordingly. This has several tangible benefits. First, citizens know what they are paying 
for and counties know what it costs to provide a given service. Second, this allows both 
citizens and county officials to negotiate accurately about the truly desired rate and fees 
and level of service.  

3. Counties need to enhance interdepartmental coordination. County revenue 
departments often hear the complaints from citizens as they collect fees, rates and taxes. 
However, they are not the department responsible for providing the requested service. 
Counties could better meet the needs of citizens through improved coordination across 
departments within the same county.  

4. AHADI should continue to work with counties to enhance civic education. It is in the 
counties’ interest to engage the public around civic education. These engagements 
provide the opportunity for counties to explain the real constraints counties face fiscally 
and logistically. AHADI’s work with ECJP was a successful case study but the gap in 
civic awareness is still very large even within Vihiga. Counties could even consider 
outsourcing civic education to CSOs such as ECJP.   

5. AHADI should continue peer-to-peer learning activities focusing on sectoral 
oversight and revenue data analysis. In the past AHADI has utilized peer-to-peer 
learning so counties can utilize the success of one county with all. This should be 
expanded to sectoral working to institute best practices for oversight and for revenue 
departments to utilize data analysis for revenues. 

6. Devolution provides multiple learning opportunities for theory and policy formation 
that AHADI and DFID have the opportunity to exploit. There is an enormous 
opportunity for significant learning outcomes to be achieved through rigorous methods 

 
10 Note that there is a caveat in that tax payers can also become a cartel and capture tax policy in undemocratic and 
potentially harmful ways for the citizenry as a whole. One way to mitigate this is by making the process of 
participation transparent, inclusive of tax payers and other citizens, and through a set of formal procedures. 
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looking at the expansion of tax bases for property rates in counties like Garissa. Learning 
outcomes could help future programming better understand the implication of how new 
tax payers engage civically and politically. 
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